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SALE

CODE: V001850
City: Trento
Address: via della giara 

Type V 3br. or more apartment

Price: 360.000,00 EUR

Expences: 1.200,00 EUR

FEATURES
Locals 4 Rooms 2 Bathrooms 2
Balconies 1 Terraces Floor 3
Garage 1 Car places 1 Total Floors 3
Year 2012 Renovated Level

SQUARE METERS
Commercial 125 Floor Area 81 Mansard

Balconies Garage Garden

Terrace Basement Cellar

CARD
Hot Water: Central with Panels Furniture: Not Furnished

Garden: No Rank: Elegant

Fixtures: Metal double glazed Free Sides: 3

Orientation: East South West View: Mount View

Floors Bathroom: Ceramic Floors Kitchen: Ceramic

Floors Living Ceramic Floors Bedrooms: Ceramic

Blind: PVC Blinds Position: Hill

Heating: Calories Counter Doors: Excellent

Property New Kitchen: View Kitchen

Heating Type: Underfloor Heating Type living: Living room

ACCESSORIES
Elevator, Double Glazing, Armored door, Electric shutters, Video Intercom

DESCRIPTION
The charm of the attic is very often penalized by the lack of habitability or
the little light; the exact opposite of what you can say about this apartment
where the totally habitable height and the large surface windows area
create an ambience full of light. If we add the corner balcony of over 40
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DESCRIPTION
square meters with a open views over the countryside and the surrounding
mountains is easy to imagine that it can be the ideal for lovers of the genre
and beyond.
In detail, we are in the town of Trento and specifically in Cadine, a small
suburb that in the last decade has seen a remarkable development, filling
some gaps in terms of services and thus making it a highly liveable place.
The apartment is on the third floor of a  recently building, very
architecturally pleasing and equipped with finishes well beyond the
average.
It spreads over a floor surface area of over 80 square meters and currently
is divided into a large living area with a characteristic L-shaped, one
double room with private bathroom, another bedroom, the bathroom and a
small storage room where it was installed the attack the washing machine.
Every room, excluding bathrooms, has an exit to the balcony that runs on
both sides throughout the apartment size, the depth is about 2 meters also
allows you to use them as an external space to be used in warmer
weather.
Currently the internal division has two bedrooms, but with a simple
partition is possible to derive the third room, or a large study by reducing
the living area.
The apartment's accessories are of excellent quality and provide, among
other things, underfloor heating, electric shutters, preparing air
conditioning, solar panels for hot water production and videophone. The
choice of materials and colors is the predominant modern style, white
doors  and dark floors for the interior and the wide use of stainless steel
and glass for the finishing of the common parts.
In the proposal, in addition to the apartment, I include a garage with cellar
of over 30 square meters, another cellar and parking space.


